MUSIC
actual plagiarisms. But they were a great delight to me.
I still compose the most magnificent music in bed. Often
I dream it, remembering a good deal when I awake. I
have never heard finer music in a concert-hall.
It is always orchestral, modern without being outre, with
just the right amount of emotionalism (like Tschaikowski)
and intellectualism (like Brahms). The most glorious
music I But, alas ! I cannot write down a note of it, nor
produce any of it—except very crudely on a piano. It
will never be heard, unless, of course, Mr. Dunne is right.
Then we will all hear it on the wireless in a few score
years or so.
I was attracted to instrumental music quite early, and
my people suggested when I was seven years old that
I should learn the violin. Of course, I was overjoyed.
Unfortunately, I was no Kreisler, and my violin has caused
more domestic misery and parental disappointment than
any instrument I can think of. A violin, unless played
well, is an instrument of refined torture to sensitive ears
and nerves. On the other hand, even a mediocre pianist
is able to give a great deal of pleasure to his or her friends.
Would that I had learned the piano, for I was mediocre I
So now I derive solitary pleasure from playing the violin
parts of symphonies to the gramophone, and I am still
unable to perform on a piano, save by ear and entirely
without technique.
These humble attainments in the world of music, in spite
of their inadequacy, have brought me so much pleasure
that I am certain that it is very desirable for all children
who find themselves attracted to music to learn to play
some instrument. The present days, when gramophones,
wireless, and player-pianos give us our music ready-made,
are dangerous days for our nation's musical heritage.
Although people develop a real love for music without
any ability to play themselves, I think that this is only
a second-rate love, lacking the intimacy in which aH true
love finds its goal.

